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EDITORIAL

Issue No. 72 Summer 2016

 In this issue of Torque we have a number of small articles, hence a rather 
longer than usual index.  Simon Ryan has written a number of fire engine articles 
which are very welcome indeed; these will be included in both Torque and the 
Society Journal as time goes by.  
 Just as I thought I’d got all the content planned for this issue, an enquiry 
came via our website asking if we had any knowledge of a relative who worked for 
Leyland Motors at Ham Works in the 1920s.  A diary had been found and this led to 
finding an article in The Commercial Motor, written by two of the relation’s work 
colleagues, about a trip to Persia to deliver 30 Leyland Rebuilt RAF Type lorries.  
As usual the information grew and grew, together with some snapshots and scans of 
the diaries, to make a very interesting historical account of some of the difficulties 
experienced in selling and delivering lorries, something that we take for granted 
these days.
 This means that the Letters section is rather short this time and a few other 
items have been held over.  Everything that I receive is kept on file so if you don’t see 
your contribution in print immediately, it hasn’t been forgotten!  Sometimes I wait 
until some other similar facts come to light so as to include a more detailed topic.    
 Still on the subject of articles, we’ve recently received several letters and 
articles relating to ex-employees’ experiences and reminiscences, training, Stokes 
Hall, etc.  These are absolutely invaluable, especially as people are getting older all 
the time.  We need to get all these stories down and into print while we can, they are 
most interesting and lead on to other topics.  Please put your thoughts and memories 
into an email or a letter and send them to me, they will be most welcome!   
 This issue should be with you just before the 2016 
Gathering and your Committee look forward to seeing you there.
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APPEAL FOR HELP

 Your Committee is struggling to cope with its workload, not that any particular 
function is that onerous, but there are only five of us and this means that we have no 
spare capacity to do some of the other things which are less vital but nevertheless 
need attention.  We feel that two new Committee Members are needed, from within 
our membership, who could either help out with existing functions or even be 
prepared to take on an existing Committee Member’s job so that we can rotate 
activities and have better cover for the jobs needed.
 This could include Membership Records, Treasurer, assisting with the 
Gathering, Publicity, Sales or Magazine Production.  It is essential that you must 
be able to communicate by computer/email and be able to attend three Committee 
Meetings per year, held at the Registered Office in Totternhoe, near Dunstable, 
usually on a Wednesday or Thursday in March, June and September; also the AGM 
in Coventry held in November.
 Our Committee Meetings are very friendly and constructive and usually last 
from about 10.30am until just after lunchtime so the commitment isn’t that great 
providing that you don’t have too far to come.  Please give serious consideration 
to this request – we cannot continue as we are for very long without something 
having to give.  This is YOUR Society, if you want it to work, we need some serious 
commitments from YoU !
From the Chairman  – If I were able to wave a magic wand I would ask for a 
couple of recently retired individuals who have been associated with or have an 
interest in the world of transport whether or not that includes Leyland is almost 
irrelevant as the subject matter is always interesting.  As previously stated we need 
YOU and we would be delighted to see you at our next meeting.  Please make 
contact by emailing us through the web site, theleylandsocietyltd@gmail.com , or to 
Mike at sutcliffes@leylandman.co.uk  –  David Berry
Lions Part 2 –  On a separate matter, the recent death of Alan Townsin means 
we are currently unable to complete the second part of the History of The Leyland 
Lion and would welcome information from anyone who has a relatively detailed 
knowledge of the LT1-LT9 and Cheetah models.  All we need to know is what 
records and information you have – with your assistance we will take responsibility 
for incorporating it into the published work.  The earlier part of the LT Lions is 
already written, covering the LT1 to LT4 and we have a lot of notes from Alan 
Townsin relating to the major change to the LT5A, though clearly we need to cover 
the LT5 and LT5B (come on you Scottish people!)   The changes that followed were 
relatively small.  We have an abundance of good photos though always looking for 
more.  Please advise Mike Sutcliffe if you can help, it would be much appreciated 
and could make the whole project possible.   
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LEYLAND GATHERING - SUNDAY 3rd JULY 
2016 

120 Years of Leyland Motors          
 As you read this edition of Leyland Torque, final preparations will be 
underway for the event in Leyland on 3rd July.  If you have not received your 
exhibitors pack or entry tickets yet, they should be with you soon but if you have any 
problems please contact Gary Dwyer on 07754 702497 and he will try to help.  We 
look forward to seeing you on the day and hope you enjoy the event.  As stated 
previously, please note that the vehicle display will be within the factory perimeter 
and entry will be by ticket only.  Tickets will not be available on the day and are not 
available from Leyland Trucks.    
 The Society stand will be near the vehicle display and we hope you call and 
have a talk with the Committee during your time at the event.  If you wish, you 
can pay your membership subscription for the coming year at the event to save on 
postage!
 The BCVM will also be open on the day and the Ribble Vehicle Preservation 
Trust are planning a shuttle bus service during the day between the Assembly 
Plant and the Museum.  If you are visiting Leyland for the event you have an ideal 
opportunity to visit both locations and travel on a preserved Leyland!

One of Geoff Atkins’ marvellous photos, Wass Bros Lion LT5B, supplied by Evinson at a 
chassis cost of £695 in Feb.1934, to be bodied by Willowbrook
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TRUCKS PLATOONING TRIALS
 Over the last month there has been much publicity about some truck 
platooning trials which have been conducted in Europe and there are also plans for a 
trial in the UK later this year.
 The principle is that a number of trucks, from as few as two to as many as five, 
are electronically linked via WiFi to each other as they drive along a motorway.  This 
electronic link means that the first truck has full control of the following trucks, 
including power, braking and steering.  This is a logical progression from currently 
available technology with Autonomous Emergency Braking, Lane Departure Warning 
and Adaptive Cruise Control providing the foundation for this emerging technology.

 Platooning 
trucks brings some 
obvious benefits and 
some obvious chal-
lenges.  One of the 
first benefits is an 
increased traffic 
density with opti-
mised fuel con-
sumption.  Follow-
ing trucks keep to 
the agreed separa-
tion distance and 
use the minimum 
amount of fuel to 
cover the distance.  
Some real fuel 
economy benefits 
come from slip-
streaming where the 
platoon of trucks 
can bunch up with 
separation as little 
as 11m at 80km/h.  
In theory, the closer 
the trucks, the better 
the aerodynamics of 
the group of vehi-
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cles.  Even with full electronic control however, there still needs to be a minimum 
safe gap.
          So, what are the challenges?  A common standard will need to be developed 
to ensure different makes and types of trucks communicate effectively to each other 
and this technology would obviously only apply to newer trucks.  A process of trucks 
meeting up and joining the platoon would need to be agreed.
 The interaction of a platoon with other road users will need to be developed.  
It can sometimes be difficult to join a busy motorway today; this would only be more 
challenging when a platoon of trucks is passing.  Under certain circumstances, safety 
considerations would mean that the platoon would need to break up – this all needs 
to be included in the operating protocol.
 One of the biggest challenges remains the driver interaction.  It is hard to 
imagine a day when every truck does not need to have a driver.  For now platooning 
trucks will all need to have a driver sitting at the controls.  This driver will need to 
be alert and ready to take over the controls at a second’s notice should an emergency 
arise.  Maintaining this level of alertness will be a challenge.
 Initial platooning trials were carried out around Rotterdam earlier this month.  
In the very early stages the trials were on closed roads without other traffic interaction.  
There are plans to conduct platooning trials in the UK later this year and the most 
likely location for these trials is on the M6 in Cumbria where traffic density is lower.
 We will hear much more about platooning over the coming months and years 
and maybe in the next 5-10 years we will see the first commercial exploitation of this 
new technology.

(see Tailpiece on page 48)
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 Ray Ashworth, 
Managing Director at 
DAF Trucks, seized the 
opportunity as keynote 
speaker at the FTA’s 
Skills Summit, where he 
addressed the industry’s 
pressing issue of 
recruiting young people 

and the shortage of skilled individuals in technical and engineering disciplines.  
DAF Trucks added its support to the Summit as headline sponsor.  “Of course, as an 
industry we need to pool our resources, to engage newcomers, especially the young 
and to showcase the great many vocations on offer.  That’s why DAF Trucks has 
lent its support to the FTA Skills Summit and also to Think Logistics.  Here we see 
operators from all corners of the industry coming together to show school-leavers 
what transport and logistics is all about.  Together with Career Ready UK, we have 
ambitious plans to install 50 Logistics Centres at schools and colleges by 2018.  In 
just 12 months, over 400 youngsters have attended Think Logistics workshops, so I 
know we’re making a significant impact,”  he said.
 DAF Trucks finds itself well positioned to play its part in the transport 
industry’s recruitment drive.  The Company’s Dealer Apprentice Programme, 
regarded by many within the industry as the benchmark training scheme for young 
people, is a national concern passionately supported by a DAF Dealer network 
boasting over 130 locations, and each with a remit to encourage local ‘new blood’ 
into technical, sales, service and parts disciplines.  Technical training is carried out 
at the Apprentice Training Centre in Bristol where apprentices attend residential 
courses for 14 two week blocks over a period of three years.  They are provided with 
accommodation whilst in Bristol and all appropriate travel costs are included.

 DAF Trucks last No-
vember celebrated the 
20th Anniversary of its 
DAF Apprentice Pro-
gramme, having trained 
1,500 Apprentices since 
its inception in 1995 
and seen a number of 
them progress into man-
agement positions. 
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 The photos we selected last month showed that Leyland lorries have always 
been a popular choice for oil companies due to their strong construction and proven 
durability.  This month we are showing some of the more unusual tankers and 
models that Leyland have supplied to customers throughout their long history.  As 
might be expected all the photos date from earlier in the company’s history before 
vehicle aesthetics and company promotion were overtaken by the focus on operating 
economics and lower cost functional design.
 Gary Dwyer has selected the photographs from the archive and prepared the 
captions for Leyland Torque.  

Health and safety regulations were clearly not thought of when this Leyland Bison TG1 
of Shell-Mex Ltd. was being loaded in June 1930.  Compared with modern vehicles the 
tank is relatively small in relation to the cab, presumably to stay within the gross weight of 
the design.  It carried the London County Council registration number GF 7025 and was 
allocated fleet number 4565 in the Shell fleet.  Note the large “By Appointment” Royal 
Coat of Arms transfer and elaborate Leyland Bison vehicle radiator badge, stamped out 
of German Silver and enamelled, though it has already lost its own Coat of Arms!  The 
number plate is mounted on the radiator and there is an illuminated “Use Shell Oil” sign 
above the windscreen!             (BCVMT L008071)
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A crew member poses on top of the two compartment tank of this Rebuilt RAF Type operated 
by Glico Motor Spirit whilst the driver is waiting in the cab in 1931.  One wonders how 
many more years this vehicle lasted in service.                    (BCVMT L009114)

Two Leyland badges but no model name – Leyland couldn’t decide what to call this one!  
First Llama, then Beaver, New Buffalo, but this is probably a Buffalo TQ3 (long wheelbase).  
It was delivered to Trinidad Leaseholds in March 1932.                          (BCVMT L010738)
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This Leyland SKG1 was photographed at Thompson Tankers awaiting delivery to Shell 
Petroleum in May 1932.  It is unusual in being left hand drive and the open cab design 
suggests it was destined for export to a warmer climate than the UK.    (BCVMT L010908)

The streamlined coach built tanker body of this Lioness Six LTB1 (chassis 309), WX 9641, 
of The Texas Oil Co results in a very impressive vehicle.  Concealed steps in the side panels 
continue the smooth lines, aided by stowing the hoses in the side lockers. (BCVMT L011068)
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The Leyland Cub was not a regular chassis used for tankers.  This TKG2 chassis was 
ordered by The Crown Agents for the Colonies and was photographed at the back of Ham 
Works, Kingston in December 1934.             (BCVMT L015165)

This Leyland Rhino TR1 of the Anglo Iranian Oil Company looks magnificent when 
photographed on Balcarres Rd, Leyland, in April 1935.  The chassis plate is clearly visible on the 
frame, forward from the front wheel, as are the twin exhaust down pipes.  (BCVMT L015785)
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The bodywork around the tank of this Leyland Comet makes the vehicle look very 
impressive.  Registered KGY 653 and operated by National Benzole it was fitted with a  
transverse exhaust system to comply with Petroleum Regulations.         (BCVMT L038726)

The Thompson Autotanker was a unique tanker built on a Leyland chassis.  The cab with 
wrap around windscreen and smooth sides made it look very futuristic but the centre front 
entrance might not have been very practical for the driver!                    (BCVMT L064373)
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Not many replies this time but plenty of new items.  Please write with information if you can 
and send any new queries which you may have.
252.  North Western, Titan PD2/10, EDB 325
 Tony Hall advises that the relevant A1 member was mcmenemy
267.  Brossel-Leyland
 Walter Ceulemans of Halle is researching the history of BROSSEL.  He 
believes that representatives of Leyland Motors took some of the company’s archives 
to England and wonders if anyone could advise on their current whereabouts.  His 
main requirement is for chassis numbers between 1958 and 1972.
268.  Titan TD2 Demonstrators
 Bob Kell notes that the Doug Jack book 
‘The Leyland Bus’ (TPC) lists no less than 
ten Titan TD2 demonstrators and wonders 
why there were so many as the model was a 
‘development/mid-life upgrade’ rather than the 
‘new’ TD3.  Was it because the Regent was out-
selling the Titan? (There were only four TD3 
demos).  Page 86 (of the 2nd edition, 1984) has a 
photograph of an ‘unknown’ TD2 demonstrator.  
It has a standard autovac and not a Lysholm-
Smith Torque Converter oil reservoir, although 
there may be something lower on the bulkhead.  
Can anyone add anything further?
 Bob would also like confirmation (or 
otherwise) that lowbridge Titan demonstrator, 
Tf 7310, was the first TD2c Torque Converter 

Not identified but almost certainly TF 
7211, a Leyland ‘Hybridge’ 50 seater 
Titan TD2.            (BCVMT L010482)

Note the Leyland demonstrator fleet no.P18 146 in the windscreen, also the mystery 
‘something lower down’ which are positions for the fuel tap.
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demonstrator;  it was noted on loan to Sunderland & District in early 1932 and was 
sold to J James & Son, Ammanford.  (Are there any photos of this bus please? – Ed.)  
It appears to have been the first ‘c’ demonstrator and thus a fairly important vehicle 
whereas the later TJ10 is covered in the book.
269.  Leyland Titan TD2, JUB 29
  Keith A. 
Jenkinson is the 
owner of this early 
Titan and would 
like to resolve an 
‘anomaly’.  ‘As you 
will be aware, JUB29 
has a complicated 
history and is 
believed to be an ex 
Glasgow Corporation 
TD1 chassis to which 
TD2 bits were added 
by Wallace Arnold 
before or when they 
re-bodied it with an 
ex-Keighley West Yorkshire ECOC lowbridge double deck body.  The thing that 
has always mystified me is its centre accelerator pedal and whether this pedal 
configuration was used on the TD2 or whether it was only on the TD1, as far as the 
Titan double deck range is concerned.  Can 
anyone solve this mystery for me as although 
the chassis number given for JUB29 is a TD1, 
it has TD2 dumb irons and a TD2 rear axle.’ 
270. Maltese wartime fire engine
   Simon Ryan sent this wartime 
view taken in Malta and asks for further 
information.  It looks like one of the 24 War 
Department / Min of Supply FKTs, with an 
Army Fire Service crew.  He knows that the 
RAF had four, as did the Royal Navy, one of 
which went to Simonstown Dockyard and 
still survives.  A second went to Bermuda but 
he has no details of the others.     
271.  Wartime attack?
 John Dalzell sent the following 
reminiscence; ‘When I was an apprentice in 
the Drawing Office in the early fifties, one of 
the senior designers told me that, during the 
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War, Leyland Motors had its own Home Guard unit, with a Lewis gun mounted on the 
roof of the big Drawing Office/canteen building in Thurston Road.  When a German 
bomber came too close, the lads fired at it, causing enough damage to force it to ditch 
in the Ribble estuary.  Instead of receiving an award for their marksmanship they got 
a rollicking for opening fire without first obtaining authority from higher authority’.  
I’ve never been able to verify this tale.  Can anyone confirm it, or was it just another 
bit of ‘gullible apprentice kidology’?
272.  TD1 dimensions 
 Michael Plunkett remembers that seventy four years ago he measured-up the 
Thames Valley Titan T.D.1s on which he travelled to school to help his father build 
him a model (see Torque No.4).  The six side windows which appear of equal width 
are in fact of differing dimensions; 2ft 6¾in adjacent to front and rear bulkheads, 
three of 2ft 5in and one of 2ft 6½in (over rear wheel).  This obviously affects glass 
sizes and internal waist-rails which house the window opening gear.  There must 
have been a reason for this design detail – can anyone suggest an explanation?

273. Southdown Titan PD2/12, MUF 457
 Robert Smith would like help to resolve a long standing query relating to this 
Leyland Titan PD2/12, chassis 530377, with Northern Counties H30/26RD body 
(4767) which was new on 29 May 1953 to Southdown Motor Services Ltd, Brighton 
(757).  It was sold to Frank Cowley Ltd, Salford (dealer) in September 1967, and 
to British Shoe Corporation, Leicester, in February 1969 for staff transport.  It was 

With close attention the differing window dimensions can be seen in this picture.   
(BCVMT  L007468)
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then sold via General Auctions, London, in January 1972, but the next report was not 
until November 1975 when it was allegedly seen with the Sheraton Hotel, Istanbul, 
Turkey, who had fitted it with carpets, curtains and luxurious reclining seats, and 
reregistered it 34 Uf 245 for transporting guests.  In 1980 it was allegedly sold to the 
Industrial Museum at Ankara, Turkey and placed on display in Southdown green and 
cream livery.  A photograph of a Northern Counties bodied Leyland Titan PD2/12 
registered 34 Uf 245 appeared in Southdown Double Deckers 1946-1957 published 
in the 1970s by Southdown Enthusiasts’ Club.  Recently, a photograph appeared 
on www.flickr.com/photos/the_sweeney/15963668183 showing the remains of 
mUf 457 in a scrapyard (possibly that of Parton & Allen, Carlton) in the early 
1970s.  The livery is correct for British Shoe Corporation and the registration mUf 
457 is visible and indisputable.  Clearly, mUf 457 did not go to Turkey, and the 
existence of the museum in Ankara has been questioned.  It has been suggested 
that the bus in Turkey was 761, mUf 461, which was bought in March 1972 by an 
unidentified owner in West Hampstead, London, and used for a journey to Delhi 
in October 1972, which then proceeded to Istanbul after arrival in Delhi.  I find 
this unlikely.  mUf 461 was almost certainly converted to a mobile caravan for 
its trek to Delhi, which is 2,833 miles as the aeroplane flies from Istanbul.  Why 
would the Sheraton Hotel’s management go to Delhi to buy a bus?  I think that the 
Sheraton Hotel’s management is more likely to have visited a British dealer, chosen 
a bus for transporting guests and had it shipped direct to Istanbul.  The bus in the 
aforementioned photograph is in very good condition.  One of the batch of ten, 755-

Similar Northern Counties bodied Titan PD2/12, MUF 462, of Southdown, seen here in 
Brighton.                      (Leyland Society Archive)
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764, mUf 455-464, certainly did go to Turkey, but which one? Can anyone confirm 
the existence, or otherwise, of the museum in Ankara? 
274. Egyptian wartime coach
    David Hurley sent this scan (see below) of a Tiger TS8/Harrington coach 
taken in Egypt being used by Transport Command (Formed 1943) with behind an 
American war-time production made staff car with Fez attendants!   Can anyone 
provide details of who it was requisitioned from and when?  It certainly looks to be 
in reasonable condition after some four or five years in RAF use!  There were not 
many coach firms who took Harrington coaches of this step rail design with cant 
glasses and fabric roof.  (The source is an undated negative held by Alan Cross which he 
acquired from SL Poole many years ago.)

275. Stokes Hall 
 David Corns shares this recollection of his time at Stokes Hall.  (This is a 
successor to the Leyland Motors Day Continuation School and Wellington House reports 
in FFT 255).
 I joined the Leyland Motors in 1972 and was immediately impressed to 
learn we had our own Technical College (Day Continuation School) and a Hall of 
Residence (Stokes Hall).   At the time we were recruiting 20 to 30 students a year 
following sandwich courses and around 25 graduates receiving engineering and 
business training.  Stokes Hall was a massive attraction which recruited the best 
students and graduates from the UK and overseas.  The facilities were excellent; 
100 study bedrooms, common /TV room, library, snooker and table tennis rooms, 
a refectory for 70 diners, photographic dark room, workshop for car maintenance, 
squash court and extensive grounds.
 During the 1970s, splendid dinners were held for the residents with the Ley-
land top brass in attendance including Lord Stokes, Ron Ellis, Trevor Webster, Frank 
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Saundry, Harold Mus-
grove and Doug Jack 
(apologies if I have left 
out any of the top 
team!).  There was al-
ways a guest speaker, 
eg. Top man from the 
NBC, Minister of Trans-
port, Head of FTA.  The 
meals were superb, 
drinks plentiful the at-

mosphere so positive towards the company.  Leyland knew how to entertain and 
motivate its future key personnel.
 The facility was managed by Harry Glassbrook (the Warden), his wife Joyce, 
Bob Poole (the Houseman), with 2 chefs and a small army of mature ladies who kept 
everything running smoothly.  Until the mid -1970s , Stokes Hall was male only but 
it would be naïve to suppose that young ladies were not smuggled in!  The thorny 
subject of allowing females to reside at the hall was raised.  Indeed, it was debated 
at length and finally it was agreed.  Seamlessly they were absorbed into the hall 
without all the problems the prophets of doom had forecast.
 In the late 1970s and early 1980s, the student and graduate intakes were 
decreasing and Stokes Hall took on additional roles.  The early 1980s saw outside 
caterers (Compass) take over the day to day running.  Some of the bedrooms were 
converted into offices for the Group Training Department; the library, snooker and 
table tennis rooms were converted into lecture rooms and were used by all the 
company and Chorley Parts for meetings, courses and conferences.
 Studley in Warwickshire had been the training venue for our Distributor 
Management and Sales training but it was time to sever our links with the Car Division 
and bring the training to Leyland around 1981.  The training for our distributors was 
held at Stokes Hall, with delegates offered accommodation there.  The ‘Eagle and 
Child’ was traditionally very popular with the students but now Stokes Hall had a 
licensed bar.  By the late 1980s it was in decline as a hall of residence and only the 
training activities were keeping it reasonably busy.
 Stokes Hall was officially opened by Harold Wilson in 1965 and demolished 
around 1993 to provide building land for houses, with the first house (of 61 detached 
properties) sold in May 1995.  It is sad to say but it is very doubtful if either Stokes 
Hall or the Day Continuation School would have been built in today’s climate.  The 
1970s were their heyday! 
 Many of the former residents of Stokes Hall hold or have held very senior 
positions at Leyland, DAF Trucks and the wider motor industry.  Many will speak of 
their fondness of times they spent there and the friendships made.  Stokes Hall played 
a big part in my time at Leyland and I hope there will be plenty of contributions from 
Leyland Society members so you can include a longer feature next time.  (Yes, indeed, 
may we please have some more details and stories surrounding Stokes Hall.  Thank you for 
this David, it’s an excellent summary – Ed.)
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Delivering lorries and buses to foreign countries in the early days must have frequently 
been a real adventure, fraught with danger, a lack of proper roads, extremes of weather, 
bandits, difficulty obtaining petrol and all sorts of other obstacles, let alone having to deal 
with a foreign language.  This story is about an sale of 30 Leyland lorries to Persia, now 
Iran, with a contract to operate them and teach the locals how to drive and maintain them.
 Lindsey Haines emailed the Leyland Society in March asking if we would 
have any information about a convoy of thirty Leyland trucks that was sent out to 
Persia in November 1925.   She says that her father, Alfred W. Esson, “was one 
of the drivers in the convoy, which was travelling from Beirut, Syria to Teheran, 
Persia and was then travelling backwards and forwards between Teheran and Kasvin 
delivering goods.  I have his diary from this period and I have also found an article 
in The Commercial Motor of 20th July 1926 written by two of his fellow drivers.   In 
particular, I wonder whether you would be able to identify the particular trucks used 
and to this end I have attached some photos of the trucks concerned.  I understand 
from the article that the trucks were ordered by the Alimentation Department of the 
Persian Government.”
  “From my father’s diary I see that a 12 month contract commenced on 20th 
December 1925, but the last entry of 11th February 1926 states “Still on strike.  
Promise of sack”!  I know that he returned to this country in March 1926 but I also 
know that he worked for Leyland Motors at the Ham Works until its closure in 
1948.”  He had started as a Boy Cadet and then a Turner in the Royal Flying Corps, 
later the RAF, from 1917 until 1922, and was actually still in the reserve when he 
travelled to Persia, not being finally discharged from the RAF until August 1926.  
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This is obviously where he learned his trade and knowledge of Leyland lorries.  
The excellent article in CM, written by his two colleagues, relates the immense 
difficulties that were encountered and it is repeated below. (Photos by Alfred W Esson.  
These are basically just snapshots but are a wonderful record to compliment this article)

An Authentic Account of the Trying Experiences  
of a Party of Drivers as Told by Two of Their Number.

          A few months ago, the Alimentation Department of the Persian Government 
ordered a fleet of 4-ton lorries 
from Leyland Motors  Ltd, 
Leyland, Lancs, and a number 
of British drivers was chosen 
by the makers to drive and 
deliver these vehicles to 
Teheran, Persia.  Two of 
these men were Drivers AJ 
Timms and E Waterman, and 
we have received from them 
an interesting descriptive 
account of the journey with 
some of the incidents which 
took place en route.
 The drivers left England 
on 26th October 1924 and, after taking the overland route to Marseilles and crossing 
the Mediterranean, arrived at Beirut, Syria, on 3rd November.  The machines had 
not then arrived but after they were eventually received it was found that there were 
twice as many lorries as drivers.  As the vehicles were to be delivered in a batch it was 
necessary to obtain further drivers to deliver the surplus vehicles.  The new drivers, 

who were of many nationalities, were arranged for 
by the Nairn Transport Co, who ran the cross desert 
mail services.  The party was fixed up with guides 
and escorts on account of the rebel trouble, which 
was very rampant at the time. 
          When the lorries were unshipped at Beirut 
they were filled up with petrol and everything was 
made ready for the start.  During the sea passage, a 
few of the vehicles had unfortunately been carried on 
the top deck and had been in contact with the salt-
water during transit, with the result that they were 
somewhat difficult to start up.  The vehicles were 
parked in the Socony Oil Co’s premises, five miles 

Group of Leyland drivers from Ham Works, with Alfred 
W. Esson standing on the left in a cap and with hands 
folded “Taken on board S.S. Sphinx  October 1925”

Unloading the RAF Types, five at a time onto each barge
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outside the town.  After securing the necessary equipment for a desert trip and 
loading them up with steel girders, which were to be delivered in the desert for the 
building of one of the air camp stations at Rutbah Wells, a start was made on what 
was to prove a noteworthy experience, especially as some of the native drivers had 
never driven a Leyland vehicle before.
 The first day’s trip took the convoy to Tripoli, a distance of about 80 miles, 
where a halt was made for the night, the drivers sleeping on the vehicles.  The fuel 
tanks were refilled overnight but, as the convoy was about to move off in the morning, 
those in charge were informed that it could not do so owing to rebel activity along 
the line of route to be taken.  The next port of call, according to schedule, was to be 
the city of Homs which was under martial law at the time but, owing to the bad state 
of the route, i.e. deep mud, broken bridges etc, it was found possible to cover about 
only half the journey to a French police post. As night had now fallen it was decided 
to park the lorries until the morning.
 In spite of the difficult nature of the country, the like of which Drivers Timms 
and Waterman tell us they had never experienced before, the Leyland vehicles 
performed most creditably and gave no trouble of any kind.  Homs was reached on 
the following day after a drive which could only be described as field punishment 
both to man and lorry.  A consignment of wheat was taken on board some of the 
lorries in this city for delivery to the French Government authorities in Palmyra.  
This centre was reached after some bad travelling, when passports were vizéd; a 
halt was made here for a day and a half.  The incidents which had been met so far 
were trifling compared with those yet to be experienced, for the convoy was now 
practically on the Syrian Desert.   It was only a few miles out of Palmyra before all 
the lorries were practically up to their starting handles in a salt marsh, which created 
endless difficulties.  These were overcome by removing the weighty girders from 
the vehicles and making pontoons; this was all done by man-handling and involved 
a day’s delay in the scheduled arrangements.
          Next day, about 30 miles only had been covered when those in charge of the 
convoy were again stopped by the French Government authorities and ordered to 
return to Palmyra, it being considered unsafe to proceed owing to rebel activity.  
An escort was provided for the convoy on the return journey in order that the salt 

30 Lorries and drivers lined up, ready for the expedition, then on the road
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marsh encountered on the outward trip should be avoided.  Although a new route 
was taken, this proved equally disastrous, for all the vehicles encountered a deep 
sand bed and remained bogged throughout the night.  This involved more man-
handling of the loads and was undoubtedly a severe test for the lorries.  This mode 
of travelling was maintained more or less until the convoy reached a British air camp 
on the borders of Mesopotamia. 
 As travelling had been so bad, trouble with steering columns was now being 
experienced and when the cross-desert mail convoy was met it was decided to send 
a message to Baghdad for replacement Columns.   Happily, these were not required 
after adjustment at the air camp at Rutbah Wells.  A day was spent here unloading 
the lorries and a further day’s grace was given, this being particularly welcome as the 
camp was an English one, occupied by British soldiers mainly from London.  At this 
period the convoy was three days’ travel from Baghdad, at which all were anxious to 
arrive.
 The next stop was at the village of Ramadi, where more RAF men were met, 
and these made the party very welcome.  This was especially as an armoured car 
which had broken down in the desert was loaded on to one of the lorries and brought 
into the camp along with the men who had been stranded for a few days.  At this stop 
passports were again vizéd, after which the convoy set out for its objective.
 The River Euphrates was now encountered, and a further predicament arose.  
A pontoon bridge had to be crossed on which the weight limit was one ton but, in 
spite of the fact that the boats were fairly small and not particularly strong,  the 30 
lorries weighing approximately four tons each travelled in bottom gear, one at a 
time, over the bridge.  The one with the armoured car weighed approximately nine 
tons but safely reached the other side. 
 It was on 16th December that the convoy arrived in Baghdad and it is excellent 
testimony to Leyland products that every engine was functioning properly and every 
lorry running under its own power.  The lorries were then parked and the men took a 
well-earned rest.  The opportunity was taken for looking over the lorries, which had 
been neglected since the start, and after equipping themselves with winter clothing 
the drivers were ready for the road again; what the remainder of the journey would 
be like they knew only from hearsay.
 The lorries were entrained at Baghdad on the night of 20th December and 
carried on the Iraq Railway to the railhead of Khaniquin City.  Some fresh native 

Left - Heavily laden,   Right - The ruins of Palmyra with Leyland RAF Type in foreground.
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drivers had now joined the convoy, as some of the original drivers would go no 
farther and one of the English drivers had died in Baghdad.  The men slept, or 
perhaps it would be better to say they endeavoured to sleep, on their lorries as they 
travelled during the night, but Drivers Timms and Waterman tell us that they think it 
was the coldest night they have ever experienced.
 Arriving at Khaniquin at 6.30am, the convoy was now on the border of Persia 
and Mesopotamia.  The next place of importance on the itinerary was Kermanshah, 
about 250 miles through Persia.  During the journey to this centre, two severe 
gradients had to be negotiated, Mount Assadabad and Pytak.  All the Leylands made 
these climbs, but it was a most terrifying experience for the drivers for, had they 
missed a gear and run back, there was a drop of hundreds of feet on each side, whilst 
the bends in the road were of the hair-pin variety.
 Kermanshah was safely reached and the lorries were unloaded, new loads 
of merchandise and petrol being taken on board before the convoy moved off to 
Hamadan, which was reached late on Christmas Eve.  The following day was spent 
in this centre and a day’s grace was given, being much appreciated by the drivers 
who were beginning to feel the effects of the trying ordeal, especially the coldness 
of the country.  The temperature also affected the engines to such an extent that they 
were extremely difficult to start.
 Kasvine was reached on 27th December and the convoy was now one day’s 
travelling, or about 100 miles, from their final objective, Teheran.  This section of the 
journey was considerably worse than any other part previously experienced, there 
being practically a donkey and camel track only, nearly all the way.  Moreover, 
an extra load of corn taken on at Kasvine did not improve travelling under these 
conditions.  The convoy reached Teheran on 28th December with every one of the 30 
lorries in good mechanical order.  There they were handed over by the charge hand, 
a Mr. Hodder, to the Alimentation Department.  The total distance travelled was in 
the vicinity of 1,600 miles.
 Drivers Timms and Waterman stayed in Persia until 25th March driving certain 
of the lorries, during which time they covered well over 4,000 miles in carrying wheat 
and flour under most exacting weather conditions.  They were pleased to return to 
England after a trip, the like of which, they do not expect ever again to encounter.
 These 30 lorries were rebuilt Leyland RAF Types, ordered by the Persian 
Government on 5th October 1925 (LML customer order no. CMO 9460) at a price 
of £666 each.  This was towards the end of the rebuilding programme of the ex-
WW1 Leyland Subsidy Class A lorries, and all 30 were shipped together from the 
factory on 16th October 1925.  They had chassis numbers:- 23525, 23684,23705-
09/11/12//16/17/20/21/30-33/35/38/42/45/46/49-53/62/63/65.   All had Leyland 
platforms and cabs. 
 A further order from the Persian Government was recorded in the General 
Overseas Order Book on 7th October 1925 (CMO 9474) for two more Rebuilt RAF 
chassis, this time complete with Mobile Workshop bodies at £1600 each, and chassis 
23546/754 were despatched on 18th November, to follow the previous thirty.
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Some Extracts from Alfred Esson’s Diary are as follows:
 25th Nov. to 29th Dec.1925 - 18 Leyland Motors drivers are listed by name, incl. 
   AW Esson  Leyland No.6
   F Webb      Leyland No.14  (Died in Baghdad)
 2nd Jan.1926 – Left Teheran for Kasvin, camel on roadside left to die
 3rd Jan  –  Left Kasvin for Teheran (100 miles), camel still alive
 5th Jan  –  To Kasvin, saw a dead man on road, carried him to side of road
 6th Jan  –  To Teheran, dogs had eaten the dead man, camel still alive
 7th Jan  –  Left Teheran for Kasvin, camel still alive
 8th Jan  –  Left Kasvin, camel dead, a man was skinning it as I passed
 10th Jan  –  Left Teheran for Kasvin, roads covered with snow.
   Towed a DeDion Bouton lorry 45 miles
 11th Jan  –  Left Kasvin, torque tube broke, went on to Yenquimam, left
   lorry there and returned to Teheran on Leyland No.4
 12th Jan  –  Went on Leyland No.11 to bring in my lorry
   Camels dead all along road through intense cold
 20th Jan  –  Left Teheran, returned after 20 miles when front spring broke
 28th Jan  –  Fresh fall of snow, very hard going through snow
 30th Jan  –  Steering broke, within 7 miles of Kasvin 
 1st Feb  –  Took out spares, brought lorry to Kasvin (loaded with wheat)
                    4.30pm then to Tehran, bitterly cold, dare not stop engine for
                    fear of freezing up.  70 miles, reached Keredge, broken spring. 
                    Intense cold, forced to sleep at Roland’s shack with other drivers
 7th Feb  –  50 miles out from Teheran, lorry ditched. Called back to Teheran
                    for strike, left lorry in ditch
 11th Feb – Still on strike.  Promise of sack.
Returned to Leyland

Extreme winter conditions and “Walking to Palmyra March 1926, Alfed Esson on the 
right”.
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A Coras Iompair Eireann (CIE), Leyland Titan TD5, no.R99, ZC6612, one of 242 Titans of the former Dublin United Transport Co fleet.  Tram tracks remain in situ after closure of the last route to Dalkey 
in July 1949; replacement buses still start from the Nelson Pillar, erected in 1809 to commemorate the victory at Trafalgar in 1805.  The statue in the foreground is of Sir John Gray MP (1815-1875), a 
prominent Nationalist politician responsible for modernising Dublin’s water supply.  On the left is the General Post Office, scene of the start of the Easter Rising of 1916.  The UK registered car in the centre 
was quite unusual for that time, possibly the Leyland photographer’s?                                                                                                                                                                                            (BCVMT L040885)
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Thanks to John Bennett, Colin Bull, Mike Fenton, Mr Gibson, Peter Greaves, Tony Hall, 
David Hurley, Bob Kell, Bruce MacPhee, Charles Marshall, Keith Severn, Mike Sutcliffe 
and John Thompson.
Littlewoods, Leyland LT5A, AKA 5 (Torque Nos.70&71)

 Nobody had any-
thing more to say about 
AKA 5 but there was more 
additional information on 
DKB 809, which was men-
tioned under this heading.  
After War service as a van 
it was rebodied in 1945 
with the 1935 Alexander 
C32F body, 1308, from 
Alexander’s WG 3441, a 
Leyland Tiger TS7, for 
Coverdale, Ludlow.  It 
was withdrawn 12/46 
passing to Gordon of Lu-
ton who did not keep it 
long either.  In 12/48 it 
went to AA Pitcher (Tan-
tivy), St Helier, who had it 
re-seated to C27F and was 
re-registered J 6798.  It 
ran in Jersey Airlines liv-
ery, later Tantivy livery as 
photographed in August 
1959 by your editor, der-
elict in a quarry, then was 
scrapped in 10/59.

Weardale MS,  Leyland Lion LT7,  BUP 736 (Torque No.71)
 There was an excellent response for this item with Charles Marshall standing 
out, having had personal experience of it.  The Gibson family, who run the Weardale 
bus service, have also shown an interest.  Charles says that he remembers travelling 
on this Lion in the late 1950s.  It had a long life with Weardale, running until at least 
the end of the 1950s and perhaps into the early ‘60s.  It was obviously a favourite with 
the Gibsons because, in 1973, they bought a new Leyland PSU5 Leopard/Plaxton, see 

(John Bennett collection)

(Mike Sutcliffe)
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photograph overleaf, 
which carried the reg-
istration number BUP 
736L.  This latter coach 
was, for the first few 
years of its life, driven 
almost exclusively by 
Roland Gibson.  
 BUP 736 was a 
Leyland Lion LT7 with 
a Leyland B32F body.  
Sometime around 1950 
its four cylinder petrol 
engine was replaced by 
a Leyland E.181 6-cyl 
diesel engine (the work 
must have been carried 
out after 1950 when 
the C&U regulations 
changed as, with the 
chassis extended at the 
front, the converted ve-
hicle would have been 
longer than 27ft.6in).  
The new engine was 
fitted in such a position 
that it protruded slightly 
into the saloon and was 
covered by a cowl at the 
front of the gangway.  
The picture in Torque 
No.71 was taken in 
Stanhope Market Place, 
obviously well into the 
1950s and with a differ-
ent odd-looking Ley-
land radiator.  This was 
in the summer as, in the 
winter, BUP 736’s ra-
diator was usually well 
covered up by card-
board lagging, or even 
an old overcoat!           

(BCVMT  L019784)

(OS – Roy Marshall)

(John Cockshott)
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 Further de-
tails are that it 
had chassis no. 
14485 and was 
new in 7/37 to 
to OS Gibson 
t/a Weardale 
Motor Services, 
Frosterley, Co. 
Durham.  The 
body was re-
built by Raine 
of Spennymoor, 
Co. Durham, but 
retained  Ley-
land character-
istics.  It went 
to a showman in 

4/61 and was scrapped in 9/64.  The accompanying photographs (on page 27) show it 
as new, after conversion with its original radiator moved forward and in its final state.
Victoria Coaches, Leyland Titan TD7, EO 7804 (Torque Nos.66-71)
 A possible answer to the query about rN 8621 in Torque No.71 is the 
following:  the fleet number seen below the windscreen is 2056 and this body 
was originally fitted to rN 8621, new in 1939.  rN 8621 was rebodied in 1952 
with a 1947 Burlingham H30/26R body from rN 7863 and it is suggested that 
the body removed from rN 8621 was fitted to rN 7863 before disposal – and 
that is the chassis in the photo, the body retaining the original fleet number.  
Other vehicles shown in the picture were also with Victoria Coaches:  HL 5308 
from 3/49 to 3/55, then to Northern Transportations 3/55, Eo 4681 from 11/51 
to 10/54.  So the photo in Victoria’s yard was probably taken between 11/51 and 
3/55.
Ripponden & District, Leyland TS2, WW 6814 (Torque Nos.70&71)
 Mike Fenton points out that although its rebodying date is recorded in the 
PSV Circle Hebble fleet history as c8/36, its style of Shearing body almost certainly 
dates from some time during 1934, Shearing bodies of 1936 being of a different 
appearance.
Poole, Leyland Lion LT5A, DM 9190 (Torque Nos.70&71)
 The picture of NrE 55 under this heading in Torque No.71 shows PS1/1 
462109, fitted with a Lawton DP33F body, the vehicle being new to Turner of Brown 
Edge in 3/47 and having bodywork typical of Lawton at this time.
Neath and Cardiff, WN 7126 (Torque Nos.69-71)
 Mike Fenton points out that the correct name of the bodybuilder of the 
original body was the Gloucester Railway Carriage and Wagon Company Ltd.

The 1973 Leyland Leopard PSU5, BUP 736L   (OS – Roy Marshall)
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Stanier, Newchapel, Leyland Tiger PS1/1, NRF 198 (Torque No.71) 
 Nrf 198 was a Tiger PS1/1 462400 (line no.465) with a Lawton DP35F 
body, which was new to Stanier, no.12, in 6/47.  It had the first post-war body built 
by Lawton and is very similar indeed to the last pre-war body which was on HrE 
139, an Albion CX13 of Rowley, Bignall End.  This nearside photograph gives a 
much better impression of the vehicle although it does look very old-fashioned.  The 
vehicle parked next to it, Prf 759, was also a Tiger PS1/1 481579 (line no.2159) 
with a Lawton C35F body new to Stanier, no.10, in 1948.   
Harris’s Coaches, Grays, Leyland TS8, HHK 245 (Torque No.71) 
 This was a Tiger TS8, 301132, with Duple (6031) C32F body new in 1939 to 
Frank Harris Coaches of Grays Essex.  Despite the rear “hump” the rearmost seats 
were only marginally higher than the rest.  The lower part of the panel over the front 
wheel was hinged outwards to allow access to the engine.  Similar vehicles often had 
the panel removed in later years.  The picture was taken at Thornton Heath either on 
its way to Brighton or coming back.
Stevenson, Spath,  ‘Leyland’, WJ 9970 (Torque No.71)
 Oh dear, it wasn’t an impostor after all.  I think it’s the missing nut guard which 
makes it look suspicious.  WJ 9970 was a Leyland Lion LT5A, 4165, with a Cravens 
C32(?) body, new 6/34 to A Kitson, Sheffield.  It went to Sheffield United Transport, 
no.60, in 2/35 and then to Stevenson in 1949.  It was rebodied by Burlingham (4364) 
C33F in 1950 and fitted with a Cov-Rad conversion radiator.  It only ran until 1956 
when it was scrapped.  Surely the body survived?

(Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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NEW ITEMS
Western Welsh,  Leyland Titan PD1,  GDE 834

 Here is a 
post-war dou-
ble decker for a 
change.  What is 
known about it 
and where was 
the photograph 
taken?  Those 
men appear 
to be on their 
way to work 
but clearly not 
on the ‘Private’ 
bus.

(OS – GH Truran)

(John Thompson collection)

Leyland FK8 Fire Engine, FCV 697
 Recorded in Neil Steele’s Fire Engine book as belonging to Camborne & 
Redruth UDC, chassis 100250, is this a standard Leyland fire engine body?
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(Richard Butler)

(Alan B Cross)
Foster Ltd,  Leyland Tiger TS6,  YG 7832
 This unusual-looking rebodied coach has several features which suggest 
better known coachbuilders.  Can anyone identify who built this one and where the 
photograph was taken?  Is NET 700 behind a good clue to this?

Jones’, Aberbeeg,  Leyland Tiger TS4,  TH 2727
 Mr Jones certainly knew about the correct use of apostrophes.  The body is 
obviously post-war and the chassis equally obviously isn’t.  So what is its history 
and what does ‘TRINANT’ on the bus stop pole signify?
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 Our Society is mostly concerned with Truck and Bus of Leyland history, and 
quite right too.  However, we “Factory People” also produced other vehicles wor-
thy of mention. Chris Green,  in his MoS Factory letter in Torque No.71, has relit 
a whole chunk of my past, as clear now as it was then, but in danger of fading with 
increasing years.  He has a copy of the booklet recording the visit of Mr Duncan 
Sandys, Minister of Supply at the time and therefore the buyer of Leyland Military 
Products on behalf of HM Government.   Mr Sandys had arrived at the Ministry of 
Supply Factory (Leyland) which produced Centurion Tanks, complete with retinue 
of senior Military, Civil Service and Leyland Motors people, also quite a few wives 
and partners.  All this happened on 23 October 1953.  The high spot of the Minister’s 
day was the official “drive out” of a finished Centurion Tank from the end of the 
construction line, out of the door to enter the finishing shop.  The area was crowded 
with people and I was one of them.   
 I was interviewed as a prospective Trade Apprentice, by Mr Darnel (?) 
principle of the LML Day Continuation School (page 15), and Mr Glassbrook (or is 
it Glazbrooke?), Apprentice Training Manager, in a small room inside the Thurston 
Road Canteen building.  I became an apprentice in June 1951 aged 16.   My first job 
was at North Works, then a vast machine shop of several departments.  Later, via the 
Training Centre known as the “Pen” and mixing it with truck and bus assembly, I 
eventually arrived at the MoS Factory; Mr Thorpe was the Manager.   There I joined 
a department known as “ Mock-up and Prototype”, it was housed in a sectioned off 
part of the Tool Room. 
 Prior to the Minister’s visit, our department was to be involved in the “Drive 
Out” and we (Smudge Smith, my “fitter leader” and I worked together, he showed, I 
learned) were to prepare the tank and surrounding area, with other departments.  For 
the arrival of the Minister and his party, the tank was parked at the end of the moving 
assembly belt (which actually never did work) adjacent to and facing the exit door.  
What could possibly go wrong?
 After various meetings, the Minister and party arrived to inspect the Centurion 
accompanied by very senior LMLtd people, most of them carefully carrying wine 
glasses.  The group gathered around the tank whilst Duncan Sandys climbed aboard and 
settled into the driving compartment, with the seat in the raised position.  This allowed 
him to continue to chat to people on the ground.  I was standing, with Smudge, about 
15 feet directly opposite the nearside final drive and transom plate position towards 
the rear of the tank.  The visitors chatted amicably, their glasses chinking awaiting the 
time to “Drive Out”.  The area was full of Military Leaders, Government Ministers, 
and their wives, not to mention any LMLtd staff who were able to escape from their 
duties to view the ceremony.  We looked very sprite in our brand new overalls!
Eventually, we noticed that the group standing around the front of the vehicle were 
starting to clear away to the sides in order to make way for the vehicle movement 
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that was about to 
happen.   We saw 
Mr Sandys look 
for the starter 
switch, which 
was situated just 
by his right shoul-
der.  The starter 
motor hissed as 
it turned over the 
big V12 Meteor 
petrol engine and, 
almost instantly, 
there was a thun-
derous explosion 
and huge flames 
erupted from the 
fishtail exhaust pipes fitted over the track mudguards.  The Tank had produced the 
most memorable backfire.  The effect was stunning, figures of all ranks disappeared 
as if by magic to the sound of breaking wine glasses.  Dust descended from the bright 
blue rafters like a gentle snow, and the bang echoed around the building.  Some of 
the group looked somewhat shaken but nobody was hurt, thankfully.   Surprisingly, 
the group at the front of the tank were much less affected and seemed to think the 
noise was “normal” –  to their credit, the groups reformed after initial shock and, as 
the engine was running normally, Mr Sandys drove the tank from the building.  The 
ceremony was complete.  The only after effect was that Smudge and myself were 
given a severe talking to by our Foreman, Mr Dicky Ball, for hysterically laughing 
at the unfortunate event.   
 We held a small inquest as to why the tank backfired and it was agreed that Mr 
Sandys, whilst chatting from the driving seat must have been pumping the throttle 
pedal, releasing raw petrol into the manifolds and, as we had warmed the engine to 
normal operating temperature, the engine started with predictable results.  A fine day 
was enjoyed by all.  
          I had never before, or since, enjoyed such total job satisfaction as when I worked 
in that department in that factory.  An apprentice’s pay was almost non-existent, but 
the training was superb.  I was called up to visit REME in 1957, but when I returned 
to LMLtd after my two years, the Tank Factory had become a 600/680/400/350 
engine factory where things were not nearly so much fun, and earning a big bonus 
became the only requirement in life, it seemed.
          Thank you, and Chris Green for transporting me back to a life I enjoyed so 
much, now long gone, where Fishwick’s and BBMS’s buses were always 100% 
overloaded at finishing time, and pies arrived in the back of a van at lunchtime.  Is 
there any copy available of the booklet that detailed all these events, I would find it 
fascinating.  Thanks again for a fine – and getting better magazine.     

Leyland-built Centurion tank on trials in India, July 1955.
(BCVMT MOS778)
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(Omnibus Society collection)

Before and After as follows:
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 In Torque No.57 (pages 30-31), we looked at the most favourable way of 
scanning photographs in order to get the best possible results, both in terms of 
quality and presentation and for preservation of the image for future use.
 Black and white photos should be scanned in 8-bit greyscale (not in colour), 
with a file size of about 10MB, saved as a TIFF.  To achieve this, the scan should be 
made at a resolution of 300 DPI, with about 4000 pixels along the longest side.  
Nowadays, most computers can cope with attachments to emails of at least 10MB, 
frequently more (up to 20-25MB, though many commercial businesses have the 
size restricted to 10MB).   It is possible to save an image as a compressed JPEG, at 
around 2-3MB, though the compression process loses some quality, probably hardly 
noticeable for our purposes.
 Colour photos are scanned in the same way, using the RGB setting, but will 
be three times the file size, ie. 30MB.   If sending bigger files by email, or several at 
a time, it is now very easy to do this via WeTransfer or by setting up a Dropbox, both 
free of charge from the Internet. 
 The use of Photoshop is invaluable to get the best out of photographs and the 
Leyland Society prides itself in the quality of photograph reproduction.  Your editor 
literally spends hours on these to improve the images but not to the extent that they 
look false or overdone.  Much of the work is to repair blemishes in old pictures as 
can be seen from the “Before” and “After” photos opposite.  I apologise for the bus 
not being a Leyland but it is an excellent example of what can be achieved after 
some practice – and just under three hours’ work on this particular picture.  The 
original print was found among some Thornycroft pictures at the Omnibus Society 
Archive at Walsall, an excellent place to visit if you can.  The bus is a very rare 
Karrier Monitor demonstrator, sold to Safety Coach Services in Jersey, hence the 
need to spend several hours’ work to improve this damaged image.
 All photographs in Torque and Journal require some work and it’s amazing 
to discover just what hidden goodies can be detected in the dark shadows of an 
original picture.  Photoshop is a brilliant tool when used properly and it’s a great 
shame that some of the regular commercial vehicle magazines don’t use it, with dark 
and “muddy” photographs which really belong to a previous age, before this facility 
became available.  One thing to guard against is not to over-adjust a scan thereby 
losing detail – for instance, the excellent picture of the Wass Bros Lion on page 3 
has been spoilt when scanning .  It was a dark original and, whoever scanned it in 
the first place has merely lightened it, but in doing so has bleached out the detail on 
the left hand side of the photo.  What they should have done is to use the “Shadows 
& Highlights” tool on that part of the image thereby preserving the detail, something 
that can only be gained by experience.
 Images in colour  are much more difficult because, in addition to shadows/
highlights, darker of lighter, contrast, levels etc, you have to adjust colour balance, 
vibrance, hue and saturation, also the adjustments are more sensitive.  It all comes 
with lots of practice but I’m rather glad that most of our magazines are in black and 
white!
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 The brothers William Hesketh (created Baron Leverhume in 1917) and James 
Darcy Lever were born in Bolton, Lancashire in the 1850s.  Before they were 30 
years old they had established themselves as successful businessmen selling soap as 
a branded product in distinctive packaging.  Until then soap was more usually sold 
cut from a slab and wrapped in newspaper.  Their factory at Warrington was not large 
enough to meet demand and so they purchased a 56-acre site on the southern bank of 
the River Mersey and in 1888 construction of their new factory began.  In the same 
year they registered ‘Lifebuoy’ as a trade mark.  Production began on the new site 
the following year.

 A ‘Garden Village’ would be built for the 
workers next to the new Port Sunlight works 
and from the start the factory had its own fire 
brigade.  Indeed, it was the only professional 
brigade for many years in the south of the Wirral 
peninsular and covered Heswall, Bebington, 
Raby Mere and a wide swathe of the area.  This 
lasted through the National Fire Service until 

Leyland Standard 500 gal. fire 
engine registered CM 2142 
with the 1914 machine and the 
Lever Brothers’ 1921 Humber 
ambulance CM 3230, outside the 
new station in 1927.

(MFRS H&EC Archive)
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1959 when Cheshire Fire 
Brigade opened a station 
on Dock Road South, 
Bebington.
 At first the six full 
time firemen manned a 
horse drawn Merryweather 
Greenwich steam fire 
engine and a hand-drawn 
hose cart.  These were 
housed in a single-bay 
station sited adjacent 
to the main entrance 
of the factory.  In 1912 

however, Henry Morrison formerly 
of the Birkenhead Fire Brigade was 
appointed Chief Officer at Levers and 
he pressed for the purchase of a motor 
engine.  At this stage on the Wirral 
only Birkenhead operated motor fire 
engines, Wallasey would follow in 
1914 and Hoylake and West Kirkby in 
1919, so for a works brigade this was 
a big step and a not inconsiderable 
expense.
 Morrison’s proposal was accepted 
and a Leyland X4.40.V4 (with the 
smaller than usual X4.40hp 4 cyl petrol 
engine and a bevel type V4 back axle) 
was ordered (Leyland order no.861), 
being delivered on 23rd March 1914.  
It had a Rees-Roturbo pump and also 
a chemical engine.  The latter relied 
upon a reaction between acid and soda 
ash to create pressure to expel the 
water from the appliance’s cylindrical 
tank.  Registered by Leyland Motors 
in Lancashire as B 5744 the machine 

served for the next 19 years before being sold for scrap to a Mr VE Sellar.  A former 
stables building was converted into the new fire station located behind some of the 
Garden Villages houses just off Greendale Road.  The building survives to this day.
 In 1921 the new Chief Officer, Ernest Stanley received approval to order 
a second motor.  This was a Leyland Standard 500 gal. fire engine with the larger 

Lever Brothers’ 1914 Fire Brigade’s Leyland 
X4.40.V4 (with 40hp engine), was registered  
B 5744, with its “anti-slip” rubber tyres.             

(BCVMT LB1446/47)
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4 cylinder 55hp (U4.55hp) petrol engine, model FE.U4.V4, carrying a Braidwood 
body, a 30ft extension ladder, and having a 500gpm pump, registered Cm 2142, 
chassis no.11637.  It was delivered in March, the same month that Lever Brothers 
gifted their old steamer to the town of Stornoway.
 It has been suggested that this machine was reconditioned in 1931 and re-
registered LG 6168 (by then recorded as F.E.2).  It was taken in part exchange when 
Lever Bros took delivery of the ex-demonstrator Leyland Lioness LTB1 fire engine, 
Tf 2880, and was sold by Leyland to Shanghai Municipal Council, 12/33.
 For the next decade the two machines provided excellent service, in particular 
at the large fire which engulfed the seven storey No.7 Old Soap Mill in 1926, also the 
Bromborough Dock Shed fire of 1933.  By the time of the latter however, the U4 was 
showing its age and when the opportunity arose to purchase from Leyland Motors 
their demonstrator Lioness Six Type LTB1 fire engine, Levers decided to buy it.  
Only ten fire appliances were built on this chassis yet four of them have survived 
into preservation, including the Liverpool LTB1 Metz Turntable ladder (see Torque 
No.65, pages 14-15).  The demonstrator, chassis no.51622, had been manufactured 
in November 1931 but was extensively up-dated over the next 2 years and spent part 
of this time as a mobile test bed.  One of the modifications was to replace the self-
priming pump which had proved to be unreliable.  It bore the Lancashire registration 
TJ 2880.  This machine is now in the British Commercial Vehicle Museum’s 

Seen before registration when new as a Leyland demonstrator, in the company of another 
Liverpool Lioness Six KF 3712, Lever Brothers’ Leyland Lioness Six, TJ 2880.   

(BCVMT   L010392)
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collection having served at 
Lever’s from 1933 until 1954.
 With the threat of 
war in the late 1930s Levers 
expanded the brigade buying 
a number of trailer pumps 
and converting commercial 
vehicles and a car as towing 
units for them.  Two purpose 
built appliances were also 
bought:  a Commer escape 
carrier and their fourth and 
last Leyland.  This was an 
FK8A Cub with a 6 cyl petrol 
engine and a limousine body.  
Delivered in August 1941, 
registered GTU 811, chassis 
no.100548 was also fitted to 
tow a trailer pump.
  The machine attended 
a number of major fires 
across Merseyside, working 
alongside the local authority 
machines including the blaze 
which gutted the former 
German ‘Hamburg Americas 
Line’ vessel ‘MILWAUKEE’ 
re-named ‘EMPIRE 
WAVENEY’ which caught fire 
in Canada Dock, Liverpool on 
1st March 1946.  It remained in use until about 1959, having been joined in 1953 by a 
new Dennis F8 pump.  Thereafter when Lever Brothers Brigade lost its role routinely 
turning out to calls outside the factory with the opening of Bebington fire station in 
1959, the Dennis was able to provide the cover required for the Port Sunlight works 
and I believe the machine was scrapped in the early 1960s.
 So ends this story of four very different fire appliances which served the 
Lever Brothers works and the people of the South Wirral for over 45 years.

 Acknowledgements:
 Merseyside Fire and Rescue Heritage and Education Centre archive
 Yesterday’s Wirral Port Sunlight 1888-1953 Ian Boumphrey & Gavin Hunter
 ‘Phoenix’ the magazine of Merseyside Fire Service
 Leyland Society archive
 Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942 by Neil D Steele

Lever Bros FK8A Cub registered GTU 611, turning out 
in the 1950s from the Fire Station.  

(MFRS H&EC archive)

The FK8A Cub attending the EMPIRE WAVENEY fire.  
(MFRS H&EC archive)
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 Lancashire 
weather being 
what it is (and no 
doubt was) the 
Official Photog-
rapher would not 
always have been 
able to set up 
his tripod at that 
chosen spot “up 
the road” to im-
mortalise those 
pristine buses 
and lorries fresh 
from their final 
inspection before 
leaving for the 
outside world.  

So, on wet days his duties might involve portraits of the directors, vehicle compo-
nents or shots within the factory.
 The accompanying photographs show an early stage in the manufacturing pro-
cess – the non-ferrous foundry.  Highly skilled pattern makers, moulders, men control-

ling furnaces and 
the pouring of mol-
ten metal, working 
in a polluted atmo-
sphere of heat and 
dirt.  The “Northern 
Powerhouse” was 
a reality then; un-
compromising for 
the workforce and 
the Leyland vehi-
cles rumbled away 
over granite setts 
and between rows 
of smoke-grimed 
houses with freshly 
whitened door steps.

Two photographs of various parts of the foundry taken in 
October1936.                (BCVMT  L018544/47)        
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 In earlier issues of Torque we have seen how W Alexander & Sons, Falkirk, 
benefitted from fiscal and other policies, which brought a number of second-hand 
Leylands into their fleet, from Sheffield, Wallasey and elsewhere.  This time we now 
move some miles south to the town of Chesterfield, famous for its twisted spire.  
Chesterfield had operated tramcars and for a brief time trolleybuses; they had also 
built up a modern motorbus fleet in pre-war years, mainly of Leyland manufacture.
 Like Sheffield, 
Chesterfield was a 
torque converter user.   
It had replaced its trol-
leybuses with Gearless 
Titans in 1938, and 
had purchased Titans 
prior to this.  The 1936 
examples were ten 
in number, all model 
TD4c, registered  
CrA 251-260 and the 
whole of this batch 
was withdrawn at a 
comparatively young 
age in 1946/47, pass-
ing into the hands 
of dealers, Millburn 
Motors.   Alexander 
bought five, these all 
having Metropolitan 
Cammell lowbridge 
bodies.  At the same 
time, five of the 1938 
batch of Leyland TD5c 
Titans with Leyland 
bodies were acquired; 
all these vehicles had 
been replaced in Ches-
terfield by a batch of 
30 Crossley DD42/5 
double-deckers with 
Crossley bodies.

CRA 251 became Alexander R580.  No photos of this batch with 
Chesterfield have been found – yet?                     (ATC collection)

R580 had TD4c chassis no.10254 and was allocated to Alloa, seen 
here leaving Alloa Bus Station on a local service.

(ATC collection)
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Chesterfield 12, ERA 85, chassis 16936, became Alexander R608, seen here outside 
Callendar Riggs with Alexander style destination indicators.              (ATC collection)

Some of the ERA batch of TD5c Titans in the Chesterfield garage when new, including two 
which went to Alexander.                (Mike Sutcliffe collection)
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 It is surprising that Alexander didn’t acquire more of Chesterfield’s buses as, 
despite the ravages of War, they were all in good mechanical condition, reflecting the 
sturdy build of the bodies and the care taken in maintenance by a small municipal 
undertaking.  This was despite the paintwork on the buses being neglected badly 
during the War.   The extended life span of the vehicles was in part due to the all-
metal construction, MCW having adopted metal framing from the early 1930s.   It is 
likely that in 1946 Alexander were in a position where they didn’t require many more 
double-deckers at that time though continued delays in post-war deliveries resulted in 
the 1947 second hand purchases.  Incidentally the rest of the 1946 withdrawals of the 
CRA and ERA batches all went to Crosville Motor Services.  The 1936 TS7c single-
deckers all came north of the border in 1950 to independents, but none to Falkirk.
 The 1938 Titan 
TD5s with Leyland 
bodies were in all 
respects identical to 
Alexander’s own 
apart from having 
torque converters.  
This fitment tended to 
reduce the resale value 
but the resources of 
big operators meant 
that fitting normal 
gearboxes, usually from 
their spares stock, was 
not a problem.  Many 
of these lasted longer in 
service with Alexander 
than with Chesterfield!
 The earlier Chesterfield TS6c Tigers all lasted slightly later, until September 
1949 when several were sold, Alexander purchasing eight of them in January 1950.  
All had been delivered to Millburn’s Preston depot but were then moved to Glasgow.   
Again the torque converters were generally replaced by normal gearboxes by their 
new operator, but the centre accelerator pedals proved troublesome and were not at 
all liked by drivers.
          Now turning to Chesterfield’s 1937 Tiger TS8c buses, most of these lasted 
longer and were not withdrawn until 1955, yet the three early disposals came to 
Scotland.   Of the five 1939 Regents two came north to McLennan of Spittalfield, but 
the only Scottish connection with the disposal of the 1939 TD5c Titans was the fact 
that two went to T. D. Alexander, Walter’s nephew who had parted company with the 
Empire on Nationalisation and set up in Sheffield.   None of the Chesterfield 1942 
TD7s came to Scotland, but the TD4s and TD5s could be seen giving regular service 
with Alexander until 1961.

Chesterfield no.2, TD5c chassis 16926, became Alexander R576.  
From an early, thin and grainy negative, ERA 75 was clearly 
difficult to start, judging by the exhaust smoke.  (ATC collection)
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Once Chesterfield no.32, P849 is now in Alexander’s two tone blue livery after the rubbing 
strip has been removed. It was allocated to Perth, later to Stepps.               (ATC collection)

Not the most attractive of bodies on a Tiger Chesterfield no.29, ARA 875, TS6c chassis 
no.5018, is looking rather shabby just after the War.      (OS – Roy Marshall)
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MacBraynes
 Your editor has just purchased a copy of the new book on MacBraynes 
“O’er Highland Highways” by Alan Nightingale.  Not cheap (£50) but packed with 
excellent historical information and photos – well worth it!  Leylands were not 
common in the fleet but here are two rarities:

DGE 951, one of two unfrozen Tiger TS11s with Burlingham utility bodies new in 1942

Link Lines, Glasgow, operated five Leyland Tiger TS1s with Midland 
(Airdrie) bodies, with a stippled aluminium finish on their panels.  The 
firm failed in March 1932 with MacBraynes taking these buses.
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Still in Service – from John Nolan 
 John has sent us pictures of two Leyland-DAFs still in service, taken earlier 
this year in Wallasey with CH Whiteoak and looking to be in a very well kept condition 
(one depicted here).  Also, he came across this Leyland Tractor, photographed by the 
A5 near Carrog, North Wales.  It’s about time we produced an article on Leyland 
tractors – do we have any experts who could tell us about them?
Leyland Pump in Auckland, NZ – from John Thompson 

 John has come across this picture of 
a Leyland pump and prime-mover of 
the Atlantic Union Oil Co’s “Foamite” 
pipe system by which the company’s 
enormous petrol storage at Auckland 
NZ can be deluged with “Foamite” in 
the space of a minute.  The amount of 
“Foamite” produced was of sufficient 
quantity to enable a half-hour’s 
discharge to be made at top speed.  Can 

anyone identify the engine?  The radiator is clearly from an early 1920s (1919-23) 
Leyland 4-6 tonner.
Leyland Comets for CIE – from Cyril McIntyre
 One or two of the attached photos might be of interest for readers of Leyland 
Torque.  During 1948/49 CIE took delivery of a total of 182 Leyland Comet freight 
vehicles, of three types as follows:
 100 flat platform lorries – fleet nos. L 1-100
 38 tipper trucks – fleet nos.  L 501-538
 44 artic tractors – fleet nos.  LT 1-44
The artic tractors were used in conjunction with Carrimore semi-trailer vans on 
freight collection and delivery services radiating from major railheads such as 
Dublin, Cork, Limerick and Galway.
           For a few years from 1953 onwards, LT 44, ZH 4219, was used with a specially 
built mobile publicity display unit on a Carrimore semi-trailer chassis.  One side of the 
trailer unit was fitted out with ‘mock up’ displays featuring the interior of a Leyland 
Tiger touring coach and a first class compartment of an express train, with shop 
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mannequins representing passengers.  The rear end of the unit had a back projection 
cinema screen and 16mm projector, to show the CIE publicity film  ‘Ireland – Land 
of Welcome’.   The unit toured the country, mainly during the summer months when 
it was a feature of county agricultural shows and similar rural events. 
 Don Hilton has managed to identify most of the Comets from delivery records 
etc. between January 1948 and March 1949, listed against four Customer Orders 
(special series for export Comets) as follows:
 CMO no.ECO25  –  93 out of the 100  Flatbeds, model  ECO/1R, see above
 CMO no.ECO22  –  20 out of the ECO/2R  Tippers )
 CMO no.ECO23  –  16 out of the ECO/2R  Tippers ) of the 38 above
 CMO no.ECO24  –  41 out of the ECO/3R  Tractors, of the 44 above
These numbers fall short of the quantities ordered but our records clearly aren’t 
complete.

SALES
8.25 x 22 Tyres  –  A number of people inform us that, if a group of orders could 
be got together to purchase a minimum quantity of 100 off, 8.25 x 22 tyres, these 
could be specially manufactured.   This size of tyre suits Leyland Titans, Tigers and 
Lions etc. of the 1927-33 period as well as other manufacturers’ products.  NARTM 
member, Ian Souter, is to be the point of contact for initial responses, so please email 
him at (iastry@globalnet.co.uk) as soon as possible if you are interested.  This sounds 
like a brilliant opportunity to get these vehicles onto the proper wheel sizes as opposed 
to converting them to 20in wheels.  Dennis Society members are also involved.

COVER PICTURES
Front Cover                 
 Leyland’s Leeds Depot took an order (CMO 20670) from Saltergate Garage, 
Lincoln, on 8th Oct. 1934 for a Badger TA6 Special for £675, delivered on 4th 
Dec. 1934 as chassis no. 5577.  We have no registration number to confirm this but 
surely this must be the one?!   The Data Sheet shows the TA6 petrol as being 33.3hp 
(4-cyl. 4 9/16in bore x 5½in stroke) and with 14ft 6in wheelbase with 34 x 7 tyres.  
This would be a Special due to being adapted for an articulated trailer.  Who would 
admit to remember seeing a Ruston-Bucyrus 10-RB Power Grab?  There certainly 
was a good number of them, very tame machines compared with what we see today!   
Thanks to Malcolm Wilford for identifying the Badger which led to finding further 
information from copies of the LML Sales Records held in our Leyland Society 
Archive.             (BCVMT L016705) 
Back Cover    
 IC 426 was one of four PD2/1 Leyland Titans delivered to the South Western 
Omnibus Co, Ceylon in 1947.  They had Leyland ‘Hybridge’ 56 seater bodies and 
probably didn’t stay shiny and new-looking for very long!  This one had chassis 
no.472360 and line no.98.   (BCVMT L034498)
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 Opinions and views expressed in this publication are not necessarily those of the 
Society, its officers or the Editor. The Editor would be pleased if members could bring to his 
attention any errors. Every effort is made to give due credit for all photographs and material 
used. Should there be any unintended breach of copyright, then the Editor must be informed 
to enable acknowledgement to be made. Under the Data Protection Act 1984, the Society 
gives notice that membership records, Leyland Vehicle Register details and Leyland Torque 
dispatch information are held on a data base. The Society undertakes that this information is 
not divulged to any outside agency or individual.
 This issue of Leyland Torque has been produced by Mike Sutcliffe, with proof reading 
by Gordon Brooke. It was printed by AB Print Group, Leeds. Distribution by RnB Mailing, 
Leeds. Items for inclusion in the Autumn 2016 issue should be sent to the Editor by 20th 
July 2016, please.

 No, it’s not a modern motorway coach travelling to Scotland with a friendly 
conductor painted on the back!  It’s a Leyland Hippo TSW8T milk tanker belonging 
to Express Dairies, no.172, BUC 121.  The letter “T” within the model designation 
denotes that it had a trailing back axle (as opposed to letter “D” for a driven axle).  The 
photograph was taken by the Kingston Depot (Ham Works) and was entered in the 
main register on 19th February 1934.  As we have featured tankers in this issue, the front 
nearside view of this wagon appears on page 5; does anyone know the significance of 
the early locomotive on the door, with words “established 1864”.   (BCVMT  L015456/57)

A VERY STREAMLINED MILK CHURN WITH A FRIENDLY FACE!



Leyland Fleet Series
Books recording the operators and fl eets of important Leyland customers
• Wigan Corporation £7.95
• Southport Corporation £7.95
• Leigh Corporation £8.95
• Leyland Fire Engines 1930-1942 £8.95
• Buses of Burnley, Colne & Nelson £8.95
• Plymouth City Corporation £8.95
• The History of Halton Borough Transport £8.95
• Ribble Double Deck Coaches £8.95
• Edinburgh Corporation & Lothian £9.95
• The Leyland Lion (Origins to 1929) £14.95       Prices including P&P

Leyland Torque and Journal
All back numbers of Torque and Journal are 
available
• £6.00 for Torque
• £8.00 for Journal
(With special deals for larger quantities)

Binders are also available which hold 8 issues
• £8.00 for Torque
• £9.00 for Journal
Prices inc P&P 

Society Clothing
Placket Sweatshirt
Available in Navy Blue, and Burgundy
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
£25.84 inc P&P                                     
Polo Shirts, Body Warmers and High Visibility 
Waistcoasts are also available, more details 
can be obtained at www.leylandsociety.co.uk

Rally Mementos
Available for most Leyland Gatherings see website 
or brochure for other Badges available.
The Badges shown here are from the most 
recent Rallies.
Price £7.00 each including P&P

See our website for special offers - www.leylandsociety.co.uk
Please send your order to the address below

All prices include P&P for UK orders only (non-UK by arrangement)
Payments should be made to “The Leyland Society”

The Leyland Society, 2 Severn View, Cinderford, Glos, GL14 2XE

Baseball Cap £11.99
inc P&P

SOCIETY SALES
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